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OverviewOverview

The benefits of diversifying equity portfolios The benefits of diversifying equity portfolios 
internationally have been extensively internationally have been extensively 
documented.documented.
GrubelGrubel (1968), Levy and (1968), Levy and SarnatSarnat (1970), (1970), 
SolnikSolnik (1974), (1974), LessardLessard (1974), Adler and (1974), Adler and 
Dumas (1983), French and Dumas (1983), French and PoterbaPoterba (1991), (1991), 
Roll (1992), Heston and Rouwenhorst Roll (1992), Heston and Rouwenhorst 
(1994), Griffin and Karolyi (1996), etc. etc.(1994), Griffin and Karolyi (1996), etc. etc.



OverviewOverview

The primary reason for these diversification The primary reason for these diversification 
benefits is that stock returns have relatively benefits is that stock returns have relatively 
low correlations across countries.low correlations across countries.
Levy and Levy and SarnatSarnat (1970), . . .  (1970), . . .  



OverviewOverview

Why are equity correlations so low?Why are equity correlations so low?
Differences in industrial structure?Differences in industrial structure?
Differences in countryDifferences in country--specific legal, specific legal, 
political, institutional, and economic political, institutional, and economic 
aspects?aspects?
Evidence suggests the latterEvidence suggests the latter------Roll (1992), Roll (1992), 
Heston and Rouwenhorst (1994), Griffin and Heston and Rouwenhorst (1994), Griffin and 
Karolyi (1996), . . . Karolyi (1996), . . . 



OverviewOverview

Are the same benefits available from Are the same benefits available from 
diversifying credit risk internationally?diversifying credit risk internationally?
Given the growing importance of global Given the growing importance of global 
credit market, this issue is of key credit market, this issue is of key 
importance.importance.
We focus on one of the largest and most We focus on one of the largest and most 
liquid international credit markets: the liquid international credit markets: the 
sovereign credit market.sovereign credit market.



OverviewOverview

We study the correlation structure of We study the correlation structure of 
sovereign CDS spreads using an sovereign CDS spreads using an 
extensive set data covering 26 countries extensive set data covering 26 countries 
over the 2000over the 2000--07 period.07 period.
We identify the underlying sources of We identify the underlying sources of 
commonality in the data.commonality in the data.
We also study the nature of risk premia We also study the nature of risk premia 
embedded in sovereign debt prices.embedded in sovereign debt prices.



Sovereign CDSSovereign CDS

Credit default swaps function as insurance Credit default swaps function as insurance 
contracts that allow investors to buy protection contracts that allow investors to buy protection 
against the event that a sovereign defaults on its against the event that a sovereign defaults on its 
debt.debt.
For example, the CDS spread for Brazil on For example, the CDS spread for Brazil on 
2/28/2007 was 96.125 bps for a five2/28/2007 was 96.125 bps for a five--year contract.year contract.
CDS spreads directly reflect the market’s CDS spreads directly reflect the market’s 
assessment of the sovereign’s default risk.assessment of the sovereign’s default risk.
Typically more liquid that sovereign bond markets.Typically more liquid that sovereign bond markets.



The DataThe Data

Sovereign CDS spreads from Bloomberg. Sovereign CDS spreads from Bloomberg. 
Five year contracts referencing external or Five year contracts referencing external or 
international debt issues.international debt issues.
Sample includes monthly data for 26 Sample includes monthly data for 26 
countries. countries. 
N ranges from 32 to 80, average is 59.N ranges from 32 to 80, average is 59.





Sovereign Credit ReturnsSovereign Credit Returns

Changes in sovereign CDS spreads are Changes in sovereign CDS spreads are 
mapped into the returns of floatingmapped into the returns of floating--rate rate 
sovereign notes.sovereign notes.
Advantages of this approach:Advantages of this approach:

---- Standardized credit instrumentsStandardized credit instruments
---- Focus exclusively on returns fromFocus exclusively on returns from

credit by abstracting from term  credit by abstracting from term  
structure effectsstructure effects









Sovereign Credit CorrelationsSovereign Credit Correlations

Many high correlations.Many high correlations.
China and Thailand: 0.90China and Thailand: 0.90
Malaysia and Thailand: 0.85Malaysia and Thailand: 0.85
Brazil and Colombia: 0.82Brazil and Colombia: 0.82
Russia and Bulgaria: 0.78Russia and Bulgaria: 0.78
Japan and Brazil: Japan and Brazil: --0.110.11
Corresponding equity correlations are 0.54, Corresponding equity correlations are 0.54, 
0.21, 0.34, 0.01, and 0.34, respectively.0.21, 0.34, 0.01, and 0.34, respectively.



Credit vs. Equity CorrelationsCredit vs. Equity Correlations

Credit correlations are 33 percent higher Credit correlations are 33 percent higher 
than corresponding equity correlations on than corresponding equity correlations on 
average; 0.364 vs. 0.274.average; 0.364 vs. 0.274.
67 percent of credit correlations are higher 67 percent of credit correlations are higher 
than corresponding equity correlationsthan corresponding equity correlations
Wald test strongly rejects equality of Wald test strongly rejects equality of 
correlation matrices.correlation matrices.



Principal Component AnalysisPrincipal Component Analysis

Most of the variation in sovereign credit Most of the variation in sovereign credit 
spreads is common across countries. spreads is common across countries. 
The first three principal components explain The first three principal components explain 
53 to 65 percent of the variation in CDS 53 to 65 percent of the variation in CDS 
spreads.spreads.







Cluster AnalysisCluster Analysis

Cluster sovereigns based on their Cluster sovereigns based on their 
correlations.correlations.
Form six clusters from 26 sovereigns.Form six clusters from 26 sovereigns.





Determinants of Sovereign SpreadsDeterminants of Sovereign Spreads

Theory suggests at least four categories of Theory suggests at least four categories of 
possible driving factors:possible driving factors:

State of the local economy.State of the local economy.
Global financial market variables.Global financial market variables.
Global risk premia.Global risk premia.
Global investment flows.Global investment flows.



Local Economic VariablesLocal Economic Variables

We use market determined variables We use market determined variables 
throughout the analysis.throughout the analysis.
Local stock market returns (local currency).Local stock market returns (local currency).
Percentage change in local/$ exchange Percentage change in local/$ exchange 
rate.rate.
Percentage change in foreign currency Percentage change in foreign currency 
reserves (in dollars).reserves (in dollars).



Global Financial Market VariablesGlobal Financial Market Variables

U.S. stock market return.U.S. stock market return.
Change in fiveChange in five--year Treasury yield.year Treasury yield.
Change in BBBChange in BBB--AAA spread (IG).AAA spread (IG).
Change in BBChange in BB--BBB spread (HY).BBB spread (HY).



Global Risk PremiaGlobal Risk Premia

Changes in S&P100 E/P ratio.Changes in S&P100 E/P ratio.
Changes in VIX/realized volatility spread.Changes in VIX/realized volatility spread.
Change in CochraneChange in Cochrane--PiazzesiPiazzesi term premium term premium 
estimator for fiveestimator for five--year horizon.year horizon.



Global Investment FlowsGlobal Investment Flows

We use ICI data on net flows into mutual We use ICI data on net flows into mutual 
funds investing primarily in foreign markets.funds investing primarily in foreign markets.
Flows into bond funds.Flows into bond funds.
Flows into equity funds.Flows into equity funds.



Other External FactorsOther External Factors

To capture other external factors, we use To capture other external factors, we use 
the change in the CDS spreads for the other the change in the CDS spreads for the other 
countries in the sample to explain changes countries in the sample to explain changes 
in country in country i’si’s spread.spread.
Regional spread.Regional spread.
Global spread.Global spread.









DiscussionDiscussion

Primary drivers of sovereign credit.Primary drivers of sovereign credit.
Global economic factors? Why should this Global economic factors? Why should this 
affect credit more than equities?affect credit more than equities?
Common risk premia?  Common risk premia?  
Common liquidity factors? Fewer players Common liquidity factors? Fewer players 
than in equity markets?than in equity markets?



Risk PremiaRisk Premia

Given that sovereign credit is driven Given that sovereign credit is driven 
primarily by global factors, are expected primarily by global factors, are expected 
sovereign credit returns just compensation sovereign credit returns just compensation 
for global risks?for global risks?







ConclusionConclusion

Benefits of diversifying credit portfolios across Benefits of diversifying credit portfolios across 
countries likely to be smaller than those for equity countries likely to be smaller than those for equity 
portfolios.portfolios.
First, sovereign credit returns are substantially First, sovereign credit returns are substantially 
more correlated. Common dependence on global more correlated. Common dependence on global 
market, risk premia, and liquidity/trading patterns.market, risk premia, and liquidity/trading patterns.
Second, after controlling for US equity and HY Second, after controlling for US equity and HY 
factors, no separate sovereign premium.factors, no separate sovereign premium.
Is sovereign debt a separate asset class?Is sovereign debt a separate asset class?
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